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Abstract
The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) has long been implicated in associative learning. Early work by
Mishkin and Rolls showed that the OFC was critical for rapid changes in learned behavior, a role
that was reflected in the encoding of associative information by orbitofrontal neurons. Over the
years, new data—particularly neurophysiological data—have increasingly emphasized the OFC in
signaling actual value. These signals have been reported to vary according to internal preferences
and judgments and to even be completely independent of the sensory qualities of predictive cues,
the actual rewards, and the responses required to obtain them. At the same time, increasingly
sophisticated behavioral studies have shown that the OFC is often unnecessary for simple value-
based behavior and instead seems critical when information about specific outcomes must be used
to guide behavior and learning. Here, we review these data and suggest a theory that potentially
reconciles these two ideas, value versus specific outcomes, and bodies of work on the OFC.
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The orbitofrontal cortex, associative learning, and value-guided behavior
The first evidence implicating the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in associative learning clearly
came from studies of reversal learning. Reversal learning refers to a variety of behavioral
tasks in which an animal is first trained that something is good and predicts reward, while
another thing is bad and predicts either nonreward or punishment. After the animal has
learned to respond appropriately, the predictive associations are reversed, and the animal
must switch or reverse their behavior. In a seminal report in 1972, Jones and Mishkin
showed that monkeys with damage to the OFC were impaired in this behavioral function.1

Although this was not the first study showing a role for OFC in associative learning, it
stands out in retrospect because it also showed that this deficit was not due to impairments
in initial learning and behavior but rather reflected a specific inability to change behavior
after reversal. This basic result has since been replicated across an astonishing variety of
species and reversal paradigms.1–12 While the basis of this impairment remains a topic of
debate,13 it provides strong evidence that the OFC is critical for associative learning.

Accordingly, subsequent unit recording and functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI)
studies have shown with increasing detail how the OFC represents associative information,
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particularly information about the value of expected outcomes. This began arguably with
work by Thorpe and Rolls, recording from monkeys engaged in a reversal task.14 They
found that orbitofrontal neurons fired to the sight of the syringes used to deliver the juice
rewards to the monkeys, and that this activity often declined or even reversed when the
syringes were spiked with saline. Building on this report, numerous studies have since
shown that neural activity in the OFC increases to cues and after responses that predict
rewards, and that this activity can be remarkably indifferent to the actual features of these
cues or even the outcomes they predict.15–52 For example, in both rats and monkeys trained
in a discrimination task involving multiple cues, orbitofrontal neurons tended to fire
similarly to cues that predicted the same reward.15,18,19 Similarly, orbitofrontal neurons
have also been shown to change firing before delivery of a particular outcome depending on
the outcome's current value17 or even that of other outcomes that are available.23,40,45,47

Similarly, the blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) signal in the OFC is also sensitive to
the value of an expected outcome.24,29 These data and other studies showing that
orbitofrontal neurons can integrate information about probability, size, and time to
reward32,53,54 have been interpreted as showing that the specific features of the cues,
responses, or outcomes defining the associations are not what is represented in the OFC;
rather, the argument goes that what is being critically represented is the expected value or
utility, and that the OFC might be the site where different items are converted into a
common currency for the purposes of goods-based decision making.55 Consistent with this
view, there are neurons in monkey OFC whose activity reflects the value of available
outcomes or goods, irrespective of a number of variables including the cue properties and
location, response executed to obtain the reward, and the reward properties.34

Bolstering this view, behavioral work has shown increasingly that the OFC is important for
value-guided behaviors. The most classic example comes from studies using reinforcer
devaluation. In these tasks, animals are trained to respond to cues to obtain rewards. After
the predictive relationships have been learned, the rewards are directly “devalued” by
overfeeding, pairing with illness, or other means. In subsequent probe tests, monkeys and
rats exhibit reduced responding to the cues predictive of the devalued rewards. Rats and
monkeys with orbitofrontal lesions fail to show any effect of reinforcer devaluation on
learned behavior, responding to cues signaling valued and devalued rewards alike.8,56,57

This suggests that the OFC is critical when value must be used to guide a response.
Interestingly, this deficit is observed despite apparently normal initial learning and correct
selection of valued versus devalued rewards when the rewards themselves are present. We
will return to these observations a bit later. As mentioned above, the importance of the OFC
to value-based behavior might be suspected from reversal learning impairments in animals
with OFC lesions. Yet reversal impairments are difficult to interpret. The tasks are typically
complex, involving Pavlovian and instrumental contingencies and, in many cases,
probability judgments, choice, and even appetitive and aversive learning. In addition,
reversal tasks potentially confound impaired learning (i.e., the acquisition of the new
information or extinction of the old) and performance (i.e., the use of the new information),
since expectations are violated at the same time that animals are asked to use the new
information to guide behavior. We have recently used a Pavlovian overexpectation task to
provide a more direct test of the role of the OFC in learning (Fig. 1). In the first stage of
overexpectation (Fig. 1A), several cues are separately trained to predict three sugar pellets.
In the second stage (Fig. 1B), two of these cues are presented in compound, still followed by
three sugar pellets. Subsequent probe testing (Fig. 1C), in which the cues are presented
separately and without reward, typically reveals an immediate reduction in conditioned
responding. The sudden decline in responding reflects learning that occurred during the
compound training, learning thought to result from the receipt of less reward (three pellets)
than would be expected based on the sum of the separate cues (six pellets). Bilateral
inactivation of the OFC in rats during the compound training prevents the normal reduction
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in conditioned responding during the later probe test (Fig. 1C), suggesting that the OFC is
essential for learning.58 Notably, summation of responding to the compound, which is
evidence that the rat combines the predictive value of the cues in compound training, is also
abolished by orbitofrontal inactivation. This suggests that the critical role the OFC plays is
related to predicting the increased amount of reward in this setting. Interestingly,
orbitofrontal inactivation in these same rats had no effect on extinction learning when
reward was simply omitted,59 a finding we also consider later.

The OFC is critical for outcome-guided, not value-guided, behavior
At first glance, the evidence presented above seems to provide overwhelming support for the
idea that the OFC signals value, which can be used by the animal to either guide behavior or
support new learning in the face of changing outcomes. Other findings suggest a closer look
might be warranted. First, while neural correlates can be found to support the strong version
of this hypothesis, these typically exist amidst a much more diverse population of neural
correlates. Their presence may support the argument, but they are not necessarily
representative. Further, these value correlates are by no means ubiquitous across studies; in
many studies, including our own, activity in individual orbitofrontal neurons can be highly
attuned to the specific features of cues (identity, match-nonmatch comparison, and even
sequence),15,21,25,41 outcomes (identity, size, location),21,34 and even responses (left or
right)33,35,38,60 that are critical in defining the relevant associations. Second, although
reversal learning, devaluation, and overexpectation studies described above seem to
implicate the OFC in using information about value, in each case the involvement of this
region was qualified. The OFC was necessary for rapid reversals but not initial
discrimination learning, for changes in responding after devaluation but not simple
conditioning, and for extinction by overexpectation but not by reward omission. Indeed, the
OFC is not required for choosing between large and small rewards, and it also appears to be
unnecessary for showing consistent preferences between different rewards (though perhaps
it is for transitivity of preference—see Fellows, this volume90).

One solution to this conundrum is found in the concept of value. Although economic theory
treats value as unitary, computational and learning theory accounts more directly relevant to
brain function admit to multiple sources of value. In computational accounts, a distinction is
drawn between model-free value, which is simply a unit value attached to or “cached” in
cues or environmental states by virtue of prior training, versus model-based value, which is
derived from knowledge of the structure of the task or environment.61,62 Similarly, learning
theory distinguishes between general value, or affective properties acquired by cues through
repeated pairing with rewards, and a more specific value, which is accessed through a
representation of a specific outcome and thus sensitive to that outcome's current
desirability.63–65 Thus, model-free value can be linked to general-affective value, and
model-based value can be linked to specific-outcome value. Importantly, learning theory has
operationalized these distinctions in a variety of tasks such as Pavlovian-to-instrumental
transfer, conditioned reinforcement, unblocking, and it has been shown that different brain
circuits appear to respect these distinctions.

Emerging evidence using these tasks suggests that the OFC may be critical to value-guided
behavior when the values must be derived from model-based, outcome-specific
representations and not when values derived from cached or general affective information
are sufficient. For example, Ostlund and Balleine (Fig. 2) have shown that the OFC is
necessary for Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer.66Pavlovian–instrumental transfer refers to
the increase in instrumental responding that occurs when a separately trained Pavlovian cue
is presented with the instrumental response. The transfer effect—or the increased responding
—is thought to reflect at least two processes: one being the general motivating properties of
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the cue and the other being the ability of the cue to directly access a representation of the
specific outcome. If there is only a single response—say a lever press—and one outcome—
say a sucrose pellet—then these processes are indistinguishable; however, if two levers are
available, one leading to the same outcome as the cue and a second leading to a different
outcome, then they can be dissociated, since the general motivating properties will increase
responding on both levers, and the outcome-specific mechanism only on the lever that leads
to the same outcome. Remarkably, Balleine et al.62 found that orbitofrontal lesions affected
only the outcome-specific transfer effect (Fig. 2).

A second example comes from studies of conditioned reinforcement. Conditioned
reinforcement refers to the ability of animals to acquire a new instrumental response to
trigger presentation of Pavlovian cues that have been previously paired with rewards. Like
transfer, this phenomenon reflects both the general value that the cue has acquired as well as
its ability to trigger a representation of the specific reward and its current value.67,68 In most
settings, the influence of these cue-evoked properties on instrumental responding is
confounded; indeed, conditioned reinforcement is typically reported to be insensitive to
reinforcer devaluation,67,68 suggesting that general affective properties are sufficient for
entirely normal responding. However, it is possible to train the Pavlovian cue so that the
general affective properties are blocked. This results in a cue that supports conditioned
reinforcement primarily via its access to a representation of the reward and its current value.
We have found that conditioned reinforcement tested in this manner is particularly sensitive
to orbitofrontal lesions (Fig. 3), whereas conditioned reinforcement supported by a normally
trained cue is not.69,70

A third example comes from studies of differential outcome expectancy. In these tasks,
animals are presented with separate cues, which instruct the animals that one of two separate
actions will produce a rewarding outcome. Learning these separate cue-action-outcome
associations can be difficult. It has been demonstrated that when the outcomes produced by
the two cue-action chains differ, discrimination proceeds significantly faster—that is,
expecting different rewards can speed discrimination. As noted earlier, orbitofrontal damage
typically has no effect on simple discrimination learning. This is true when the
discrimination is a go/no-go task, and it is also true when the discrimination involves
learning to select different responses to obtain reward. However, orbitofrontal-lesioned rats
fail to show enhanced acquisition when different outcomes are employed, performing no
better than when the outcomes are identical.71 A modified version of the differential
outcome expectancy effect also demonstrates that normal rats are more likely to make errors
that share a common reinforcer than a different reinforcer. The outline of this procedure is
shown in Figure 4A. Animals must learn three cue–action–outcome associations: cue 1 →
action 1 → outcome 1; cue 2 → action 2 → outcome 2; and cue 3 → action 3 → outcome 1
(50% of trials) or outcome 2 (50% of trials). This discrimination is also difficult. Over the
course of learning, many errors in action selection occur during the three cues. However,
during cue 1, normal rats are significantly more likely to perform action 3 (leading to a
shared outcome with action 1) than action 2 (leading to a different outcome than action 1;
Fig. 4B). This pattern could only be observed if animals were using outcome expectancies to
guide behavior. During cue 1, animals with OFC lesions are equally likely to perform action
3 and action 2, demonstrating that these rats are not using outcome expectancies to guide
behavior.72 Again, the OFC appears to be uniquely engaged when animals must use
expectations of specific features of outcomes to guide discrimination learning.

Notably, this same distinction between behaviors that can be guided by general value versus
those dependent on knowledge of the outcome may also hold to explain the role of the OFC
in devaluation. As discussed earlier, the OFC is necessary for the normal decline in
conditioned responding that occurs after devaluation of the predicted reward.8,56,57 In an
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apparent paradox, this effect occurs in the face of otherwise normal conditioning and the
successful formation of conditioned taste aversions. Thus rats and monkeys seem to
understand and respond appropriately to the cues, even using them to select among different
rewards, yet they seem to be unable to change their behavior when the value of the reward
changes. This is difficult to explain if the OFC is critical to value judgments generally;
however, it would be expected if the OFC were required for accessing value through
representations of the outcome. Consistent with this idea, the OFC plays a particularly
critical role in the final test phase of reinforcer devaluation, when previously acquired
information about the association between the cue and the food and the food and illness or
satiety must be integrated to appropriately guide the response.73,74

Finally, the OFC's role in learning also appears to be restricted to situations in which
expected value must be derived through a representation of the specific outcome. This can
be shown using unblocking, in which learning driven by general value can be isolated from
learning driven by specific outcome value. In a recent unblocking experiment, rats were
trained that different cues predicted different amounts of differently flavored but equally
palatable outcomes. Subsequently, these cues were presented in compound with new cues.
For some compounds, a greater than expected amount of reward was delivered. This
manipulation was meant to unblock learning by increasing the value of the reward without
changing its sensory features. For other compounds, a differently flavored but equally
palatable reward was delivered. This manipulation was meant to unblock learning by
changing the identity of the reward without changing its general value. Accordingly, normal
rats exhibited increased responding to the added cues that signaled either more or different
rewards. Orbitofrontal-lesioned rats exhibited increased responding only to the cue that was
followed by the larger reward (Fig. 5A); they did not appear to have learned in response to a
change in reward identity (Fig. 5B).75 Importantly, this deficit was observed despite entirely
normal learning and normal responding in the compound training phase. Indeed,
orbitofrontal-lesioned rats even exhibited similar differences in conditioned responding
during initial training for cues predictive of large versus small rewards. Thus their ability to
learn about differently valued rewards seemed unaffected.

Interestingly, although there were small differences in rats' responding to the cues predictive
of the two rewards (or in preferences to the actual rewards), these differences failed to
predict learning in response to a reward shift in controls (or lesioned rats; Fig. 5C). Thus
learning in normal rats in response to the use of a different-flavored reward in the compound
phase cannot be explained based on small differences in general value attributed to the cues
predictive of the different rewards. Rather, it must be based on a recognition of the change
in the identity of the expected outcome. The deficit observed in lesioned rats therefore is
consistent with the idea that the OFC is critical for signaling specific information about
outcomes, including perhaps specific value. Lacking this representation, orbitofrontal-
lesioned rats failed to show identity unblocking, since the rats were essentially blind to these
features.

Importantly, this perspective is not necessarily at odds with the role that the OFC plays in
summation and the resultant extinction learning in the Pavlovian overexpectation task. As
noted above, the OFC is necessary for summation—increased responding in response to the
simultaneous or compound presentation of the two previously trained cues—and the
learning that results from this effect.58 Although this task does not formally involve the
presentation of different outcomes, it is reasonable to assume that on a neural basis,
summation reflects the extent to which the cues evoke dissociable or distinct representations
of the expected outcomes. Consistent with this, explicitly different outcomes evoke larger
summation effects than similar outcomes.76 Thus the effect that depends critically on the
OFC—summation—appears to rely on the ability to hold in mind (and add together) specific
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information that differs between different outcomes, as opposed to general affective
properties that would be the same. One might speculate that even with a single outcome,
neural representations of that outcome in OFC differ in the context of one cue versus
another. Thus the network representing impending sugar during a light would differ
somewhat from that representing the same sugar during a tone. Having such nonoverlapping
representations would allow the overall neural activity to be higher, either on a unit or at
least a population basis, if the tone and light were later presented together. As it turns out,
this is precisely what is observed if one records in the OFC during compound training in the
overexpectation task.77 As noted earlier, while inactivation of the OFC abolishes extinction
driven by summation and overexpectation, inactivation in the same rats had no effect on
extinction learning when reward was simply omitted.59 Extinction does not require
summation and thus can be accomplished by relying only on cached values. Data such as
these suggest that the OFC will be involved in learning only when it is necessary to resort to
model-based representations to recognize errors.

Viewing OFC function as constructing or implementing a model-based representation has so
far accounted for a number of previous findings. A stronger test of this hypothesis would be
to make predictions about other, untested behavior. Two procedures that would provide a
strong test of our hypothesis are second-order conditioning and sensory preconditioning. In
second-order conditioning, a primary cue is first trained to predict reward delivery. As a
result of pairing with food, the primary cue will rapidly acquire conditioned responding.
Next, a novel, secondary cue is paired with presentation to the primary cue alone. When this
is done, the primary cue functions as a reward, and the secondary cue will come to elicit
conditioned responding. Though both will drive behavior, primary and secondary cues differ
in their sensitivities to the current value of the reward: if the reward is devalued, responding
to the primary cue, but not the secondary cue, is reduced.78 This suggests that value acquired
by or cached in the primary cue is sufficient to support learning during second-order
conditioning. The OFC should not be necessary for this. However, if the primary cue were
trained so as to favor the formation of outcome-specific representations, as we have done to
test the role of OFC in conditioned reinforcement,69 the OFC should then be necessary for
second-order conditioning to occur. The prediction that OFC is not required for the
development of Pavlovian second-order responding may appear to be at odds with previous
studies of its role in second-order schedules of reinforcement. However, the ability of a
primary cue to bridge caps in reinforcement79 or to prevent the extinction of instrumental
response80 may potentially differ from its ability to support new learning. Moreover,
somewhat different neural circuits may be required for cues to support new Pavlovian81

versus new instrumental learning.82 Pavlovian second-order conditioning, as described
above, solely assesses the ability of a primary cue to support new Pavlovian learning about a
novel cue. Beyond this, it is also worth noting that in one of these studies,79 the OFC-
lesioned animals actually responded more rather than less on the second-order schedule,
though their behavior was insensitive to omission of the conditioned stimulus. Although the
overresponding was attributed to a role for OFC in response inhibition, it would also be
consistent with the idea that these animals were still capable of attaching value to the
second-cue by virtue of its repeated pairing with either the primary or the conditioned
reinforcer.

The other, contrasting example we would highlight that would provide a test of this
hypothesis would involve sensory preconditioning. In sensory preconditioning, animals are
first trained that a neutral cue A predicts neutral cue B: A → B. In this phase, neither A nor
B will elicit any food-related behavior. Next, cue B is directly paired with a food reward: B
→ reward. Finally, responding to cue A alone is tested. When this is done, normal rats show
food-related behavior to cue A. This occurs even though cue A has never been paired
directly with reward. Successful demonstration of sensory preconditioning requires
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integration of two associations: A → B and B → reward. Such integration clearly requires a
model-based representation. Unlike second-order conditioning, we expect the OFC will be
necessary for the integrating function in sensory preconditioning. Finding dissociable
contributions of the OFC to second-order conditioning and sensory preconditioning would
greatly strengthen our hypothesis of its specific role in forming and using model-based
representations to guide behavior.

Outcome-guided behavior and neural correlates of value
Overexpectation data notwithstanding, a reasonable question at this point is how one can
reconcile the apparent critical involvement of OFC in outcome-guided as opposed to value-
guided behavior with the wide-scale reporting of what seem to be simple value correlates in
orbitofrontal neurons. Of course, the first answer to this criticism is to note that neural
correlates are just that—correlates. Lesion and inactivation studies, such as those described
above, directly assess whether those correlates are critical to supporting behavior, and to the
best of our knowledge, there is no direct evidence to suggest that is the case. Another
relatively straightforward answer is to propose that OFC performs multiple, diverse
functions (either integrated or in different subregions83).

However, it is worth noting that in most of these single unit reports, the neural populations
that are highlighted to support the general value coding hypothesis are only part of a much
larger ensemble, the characteristics of which typically conform more closely to the idea that
the OFC signals information about expected outcomes from which a value might be derived
than with the idea that it directly signals general, cached, or economic value. For example, in
initial and subsequent reports that orbitofrontal neurons reverse encoding during reversal
learning,14,18,19,22,84 the majority of the neurons failed to reverse and instead seemed to
represent specific conjunctions between cues and rewards or punishments. Such activity
seems more reminiscent of rules84 or models of the task than pure value correlates.
Likewise, while orbitofrontal neurons do fire similarly to cues that predict similar rewards,
they also discriminate between different cues and even sequences of cues during different
parts of trials, as though reflecting very specific information about the ongoing events.15

Finally, even when pure economic value encoding is apparent, this correlate is part of a
much larger population of neurons in which the firing activity does appear to be tied to the
cues or responses or even the specific features of the expected outcomes.34 Thus while some
neurons may be found that represent economic value, it is not clear whether they define the
specific function of the OFC or are something that emerges with sufficient training from a
more general function of representing information relevant to defining the specific outcome
and the circumstances surrounding (or state defining) its presentation.

By contrast, we have found that neurons in rat OFC generally do not integrate information to
signal something approaching general or economic value. In tasks in which reward size is
manipulated, we find that while many orbitofrontal neurons fire differentially in anticipation
of different size rewards, the firing of these neurons is also typically dependent on other
features of the trial, such as the preceding odor cue or the response necessary to obtain the
reward.35 Furthermore, there are typically equal representations of big and small rewards,
rather than a dominant pattern related to encoding of size across the population, and neurons
that fire based on size typically do not also fire based on delay of reward. Instead, delay is
represented in different neurons. We have recently found a similar phenomenon in a task in
which we independently manipulated reward size and identity; again, orbitofrontal neurons
appear to create equivalent and largely independent representations of large and small
reward and of each available identity.85 Thus while orbitofrontal neurons seem to reflect
value-relevant attributes of expected outcomes, they do so on a descriptive rather than an
integrative fashion. Notably, this is different from what we have found downstream in
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ventral striatum and midbrain; there, neurons active during predictive cues appear to
integrate variables about value more readily.86,87

Of course, such a representation could obviously be used to derive values for use in
comparisons among items. In some ways, the representation in OFC in a particular setting
might be thought of as a goods space. However, the relevant variable would not be value on
some linear or transitive scale. Rather, the space would be defined by the salient features of
the outcomes in a particular setting. While it might be difficult to predict what features
would be deemed salient by the animal, the experimenter could control this somewhat by
what features are manipulated or made deterministic of reward. In this context, one would
expect to see response-based correlates in tasks such as ours and others in which the
response is held constant33,35,38 and not in tasks typically run in primates where the
response is made irrelevant.32,34,88 Likewise with experience in a task, variables such as the
cues preceding a reward or even the reward itself might become unimportant for some
neurons if the game is to make rapid choices between different amounts of reward. This
would yield neurons that would encode a relatively pure economic signal. However, we
would not expect this to occur in most neurons, as in fact it does not, or in animals that
receive little training or training, in which these features are not extraneous.

The OFC encodes states relevant to reward
According to this scheme, the OFC represents information about the specific features of
expected outcomes. This representation may even include the current value of the specific
outcome being represented; additionally, more general value could be derived in part from
accessing this space. However, it does not seem to signal cached or general values, at least
not in a way that is evident in orbitofrontal-dependent behaviors. As we have noted, a
specific outcome representation is reminiscent of the concept behind model-based
reinforcement learning, in which value is derived from knowledge of the states that define a
task and the transition functions that link them together. Thus the OFC would be
representing part of this state-based framework. In this regard, it is notable that the neural
activity in the OFC seems to be broadly tuned to represent information about reward
relevant events. Actual reward presentation is the most salient such event, and as a result
many studies focus on firing during events immediately preceding reward. However,
orbitofrontal neurons fire to nearly all of the events that define experimental trials. For
example, in rats performing a simple odor discrimination task, phasic firing is seen to trial
onset, approach to the odor port, odor sampling, odor port exit, approach to the reward well,
during waiting in the well, during reward consumption, and to well exit.15 In each case, this
activity tends to anticipate the event instead of being triggered by that event, suggesting that
the anticipatory activity before reward may simply be a special case of a more general
predictive function. In addition, activity in these different periods often is influenced by
features of the event relevant to reward.

The proposal that OFC signals reward-relevant states that define the task would be
consistent with the results described above, including the role of the OFC in devaluation,
overexpectation, transfer, unblocking, conditioned reinforcement, as well as a host of other
less well-controlled tasks. It would also explain why the OFC is not necessary for simple
discrimination learning or Pavlovian conditioning or extinction, since these can be
accomplished without reference to a model-based representation. Importantly, this
reconceptualization of the role of OFC in learning is also consistent with recent evidence
from a three-choice reversal task showing that orbitofrontal-dependent deficits reflect an
inability to accurately assign credit for errors to the cue that was selected.83,89 In one of
these studies, a careful analysis of the choice pattern of the animals showed that
orbitofrontal-lesioned monkeys still recognized errors in reward prediction and changed
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behavior as a result. However, they were unable to use their own choices to constrain the
spread of effect of the errors. This result shows that orbitofrontal lesions leave intact some
error signaling but that the residual capacity is not well constrained by information about
what actions were recently taken. Information about actions and the contingencies between
specific actions and outcomes is inherently part of a model-based system.
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Figure 1.
OFC contribution to Pavlovian overexpectation, adapted from Takahashi et al.58 Shown is
the experimental timeline linking conditioning, compound conditioning, and probe phases to
data from each phase. Top and bottom rows of plots indicate control (saline infusion into the
OFC) and OFCi group (muscimol + baclofen infusion into the OFC), respectively. In
timeline and plots, V1 is a visual cue (a cue light); A1, A2, and A3 are auditory cues (tone,
white noise, and clicker, counterbalanced), and O1 and O2 are different flavored sucrose
pellets (banana and grape, counterbalanced). Position of the cannula within OFC in saline
controls (gray dot) and OFCi (black dot) rats are shown beneath the timeline. (A) Percentage
of individuals responding to food cup during cue presentation across 10 days of
conditioning. Gray, black, and white squares indicate A1, A2, and A3 cues, respectively. (B)
Percentage of those responding to food cup during cue presentation across four days of
compound training. Gray, black, and white squares indicate A1/V1, A2, and A3 cues,
respectively. Gray and black bars in the insets indicate average normalized percentage
responding to A1/V1 and A2, respectively. (C) Percentage of those responding to food cup
during cue presentation in the probe test. Line graph shows those responding across the eight
trials, and the bar graph shows average number responding in these eight trials. Gray, black,
and white colors indicate A1, A2, and A3 cues, respectively. * P < 0.05 and ** P < 0.01 on
post hoc contrast testing. NS, not significant. Error bars denote SEM.
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Figure 2.
OFC contribution to reinforcer-specific Pavlovian to instrumental transfer adapted from
Ostlund et al.67 Pavlovian training consisting of pairing two different auditory cues with
either sucrose or pellet rewards. Sham or OFC lesions were given before or following
Pavlovian training. Rats were trained that a right lever press produced pellets while a left
lever press produced sucrose solution (counterbalanced). Each rat was tested twice, each
with one lever present. Mean lever-press rates are shown during a cue-free baseline period
(white bars), a cue signaling the same outcome as the lever press (black bar), and a cue
signaling a different outcome (gray bar). Pre means Sham or OFC lesion was given before
Pavlovian conditioning; post means Sham or OFC lesion was given following Pavlovian
conditioning. Error bars denote SEM.
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Figure 3.
OFC contribution to conditioned reinforcement adapted from Burke et al.69 Shown is the
experimental timeline linked to data from each conditioned reinforcement (CRf) test. In the
timeline and figures, A, B, X, and Y are training cues; R1 and R2 are instrumental
responses; and O1 and O2 are different flavored sucrose pellet reinforcers. Normal (open
bars) and OFC-lesioned rats (black bars) were first trained to associate two different
auditory cues (A and B) with two differently flavored sugar pellets (banana and grape).
After these associations were learned, an “unblocking” phase occurred in which A was
compounded with a novel cue, and X and B compounded with a novel cue Y. While AX
predicted the original flavor, BY predicted another flavor. This arrangement has been shown
to “block” learning to X but “unblock” learning to Y. (A–D) Lever pressing for A versus X,
or Y versus X, in control (open bars) and lesioned (filled bars) rats before (A, B) and after
(C, D) devaluation. Lesions diminished responding for Y before devaluation (A, B); controls
diminished lever pressing for Y after devaluation (C, D). Lever pressing is averaged across
two 30-min sessions in each figure. Asterisks indicate significance at P < 0.05 on post hoc
contrast testing; the gray numbers indicate the ratio of responding on the two levers for each
significant comparison. NS, not significant. Error bars denote SD.
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Figure 4.
OFC contribution to differential outcome expectancy; adapted from McDannald et al.76 (A)
Sham and OFC-lesioned rats were required to learn the following stimulus-action-outcome
associations: S1 → R1 → O1, S2 → R2 → O2, and S3 → R3 → O1/O2. S1–3 were
different auditory cues, R1–3 different operant responses, and O1,2 different flavors of
sucrose. Performance during S1, in which R1 responses were always reinforced with O1,
and errors, consisting of R2 or R3 responses, were not reinforced. R2 responses were always
reinforced with a different outcome (O2) on S2 trials, whereas R3 was reinforced with the
same outcome (O1) as R1 on one-half of the S3 presentations and with O2 on the other half
of the S3 trials. (B) Responding during S1 trials is shown. Sham rats showed more shared-
outcome errors (R3) than different-outcome errors (R2) during S1. This result can be
attributed to the rats' use of specific outcome expectancies to guide responding: responses
reinforced in the presence of different expectancies (e.g., R1 and R2) were differentiated
more readily than responses that yielded the same outcome (e.g., R1 and R3). In contrast,
OFC-lesioned rats showed equivalent levels of shared- and different-outcome errors. The
absence of any difference in shared- and different-outcome errors in these rats is consistent
with impairment in the associative basis for outcome expectancy learning. Error bars denote
SEM.
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Figure 5.
OFC contribution to value and identity unblocking; adapted from McDannald et al.76 (A)
Rats were first trained to associate three different visual cues (A, B, C) with three different
amounts (3 or 1) and identities (O1 or O2; banana-flavored sugar pellets or grape-flavored
sugar pellets) of reward: A → 3xO1, B → 3xO2, and C → O1. Following this phase an
unblocking phase was given in which compounds of the original cues and three novel
auditory cues, AX, BY and CZ, all predicted 3xO1. In this way X signaled the expected
reward (Blocked), Y signaled a differently flavored but similarly valued reward (Identity)
and Z signaled a differently valued but similarly flavored reward (Value). (B) Food cup
responding to the Blocked cue (which signaled the expected number of pellets) and the
Value cue (which signaled greater than expected reinforcement) for Control and OFC-
lesioned rats. (C) Food cup responding to the Blocked cue (which signaled the expected
flavor of pellets) and the Identity cue (which signaled an equally preferred but differently
flavored pellet) for Control and OFC-lesioned rats. (D) The relationship between value
sensitivity to cues A and B (which predicted equal amounts of different-flavored sugar
pellets) in initial conditioning and the display of identity unblocking for Control and OFC-
lesioned rats. Asterisks indicate significance at P < 0.05 on post hoc contrast testing. NS, not
significant. Error bars denote SEM.
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